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There are two common ways to get to the North-
west coast of Puerto Rico from the states: the San 
Juan way or the Aguadilla way. The San Juan way is 
not optimal because it takes a few hours to drive this 
route from the airport, which is located on the North-
east corridor on the opposite side of the province. 
Traffic along the north coast between the two areas 
can be atrocious depending on the time of day. 
The scenery along the way, however, is not to be 
forgotten. It sports a mountainous tropical seascape 
with cliffs looking north towards the ocean and the 
swell-magnifying Puerto Rico trench. 

Flying into the Aguadilla airport is far quicker and 
often times offers cheaper ticket options. If you fly 
from a major city in the States, chances are you will 
be flying with Puerto Ricans who are excited to be 
returning home to see their families. This vibe is 
unique and will become evident when people clap 
and cheer as the plane touches down safely on the 
island.  Either way, once you reach your destination, 
you too will be excited to find desolate beaches lit-
tered with reef breaks and paradise-like sceneries. 

Along the first stretch of coast, around towns like 
Isabela and Jobos Beach, you will find beaches that 
support a variety of challenging waves.  There are 
heavy barreling spots over shallow reef, as well as 
wedge peaks and point-like coves with the entrances 
to the break being as simple as jumping off a few 
rocks right into the peak. The spots are notoriously 
big in the winter months from December through 
March, similarly to Hawaii. Reef breaks galore, big 
in the Northern hemisphere’s winter months, thus 
Puerto Rico’s nickname as the “East Coast Hawaii.” 

Drive further west past this first region and you will 
cruise through long windy roads, past places like 
Surfer’s beach, a spot that picks up a lot of wind 
swell and is consistent and good early in the morn-
ing before the wind starts kicking. Most of the spots 
past this point on the coast need more of a North/
Northwest Swell to start working.  

A famous big wave spot called Wilderness marks the 
beginning of a long line of different breaks that exist 
down the coast near the city of Aguadilla. Here you 
will find ancient ruins and dirt roads that run paral-
lel to many different breaks. The spots along this 
coast are commonly referred to as “in town” and 
are known for pecking orders at the peak due to the 
fact that they are fickle and have to be timed right 
to catch. The trade winds here blow offshore and if 
a strong enough Northwesterly is in the water these 
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The Other North Shore.
Glancing briefly at the greatest 
of the Greater Antilles. 

By Jeff Stoutenger
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Unknown at Tres Palmas

Wilfredo “Control” Deliz at  Wilderness.



Control. He runs things.

places will be pumping. Heavy peaks and line ups at 
Gas Chambers to perfect little rights at Crashboats, 
“in town” goes off and yes, it will be crowded.  

Follow the coast southwest and you will find beach 
breaks like Sandy Beach and an urchin-infested reef 
break known as Pools. This region of the country, 
is a surf tourism trap, but with reason, as epic right 
points like Maria’s exist under a beautiful mountain-
ous surrounding.  The area is referred to as Rincon 
and jokingly referred to as Grincon as it supports 
a number of hotels, restaurants and bars in which 
you will find many foreign travelers mixing with the 
locals. The nightlife can be really chill or really wild 
depending on where you decide to stay along the 
coast. 

Around the corner from Maria’s exists a proven big-
wave ground in a spot called Tres Palmas. Following 
the winter of 2008, this spot showed once again that 
it could hold its own as a XXL wave contender after 
holding 20 foot+ faces in March. 

A swell story is best told by those who experience 
the plot first hand. So in order to truly understand 
just how big and good this past March’s mega swell 
was when it hit the coast, look no further than the 
mind of Puerto Rico veteran professional surfer, 
Carlos Cabrero, who elaborated enthusiastically 
on the subject. 

Where did you surf on the ‘big day’ and 
who did you surf with?

Carlos: We surfed Tres Palmas, I paddled out alone, 
just went out. I knew a good friend of mine was out 

there bodyboarding.  A few guys were towing in, but 
I just paddled out. It was a truly magical session, no 
vibes, just appreciation, brotherly love and respect 
for one another, as surfing was intended.

What kind of board do you ride on 
days like that?

Carlos: I rode an 8-foot board, I have a bigger one 
but I didn’t feel comfortable on it because it wasn’t 
made for me and it is more of a Waimea board, for 
just big drops and riding straight. But Tres doesn’t 
break like that, it is more rippable, kind of like big 
Sunset, not like Waimea.  You have to move a lot be-
cause it doesn’t break in the same spot all the time. 
You don’t have time to chance it or to just paddle to 
the channel. That’s why I took out my 8-foot board, it 
is more of a performance board, not like that 9 foot 
board which is three inches thick. On this board I 
could drop in, bottom turn, try to race it and get to 
the top of the wave to do some turns.

How many days did the swell last?

Carlos: Three days. Swell came in slow, we don’t 
get that kind of swell too many times, last time we 
had a swell like that was about 10 years ago, but we 
all knew what was coming. The swell started hitting 
on Tuesday, kept coming up through Wednesday 
and peaked that night into Thursday morning. That 
was the biggest day to ride, on Thursday morn-
ing, like 12 foot plus easily. The next day it kind of 
dropped, but it was still 10 foot at Wilderness on 
Friday. The north side was 30 foot faces probably 
almost 50 foot at times. The waves came over the 
beach all the way inland. 

Speaking of that, how were the areas up 
around Middles affected?

Carlos: We kind of knew what to expect up there, 8 
years ago there was a similar situation. This time 
was bad because the water just went over the dunes 
into the flat area on the other side. Some towns’ 
streets and alleys got washed out and lots of things 
were broken. Bridges came down, houses got 
flooded with water. The swell was definitely good 
for the surf but not for the people that lived there. 
Places further down like Gas Chambers didn’t get as 
big because the swell had more North in it so it just 
went straight through passed Rincon and into Tres. 

So it was good but not without 
consequence...

Carlos: The swell was good for surfing, and for the 
tourists, people came just to see it. It got crowded 
and people were watching it all over. I mean we were 
sitting in the channel and some of the sets seriously 
had to be 15 to 20 foot, just huge bro, it’s hard to say 
how big it was because you know for sure in places 
like Hawaii how big it is. But here we were sitting in 
the channel going “whoa that was 20 feet solid.” 

That’s insane...

Carlos: Yeah, we are lucky to have Tres Palmas here in 
Puerto Rico. I’ve told people that surf places like Mav-
ericks, in California, that it can hold pretty big here 
and I’ll tell you if it gets 20 to 30 feet, Tres Palmas will 
hold it. On that day it was like the break was 
asking for more.
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Zoo York pro Ben McBrien alone in Aguada

Local bulldog and family 
pet of the Ericksons.

NJ ripper turned Rincon local, 
Jason Reagan, takes the top 
off one at Domes.

Ben & Sugar McBrien

Dennis Rich at Tres Palmas

Local PR surfer Darren Muschette 
at home at Indicators.
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Unknown charger at Maria’s in Rincon

The perfect afternoon getaway, tucked 
somewhere on the southwest coast of PR

Wave Potential

Cold fronts set the region off in the winter as they 
blast down from Canada and across the eastern U.S. 
sending Northwest groundswells that hit the coast 
and bend completely around the Northwest corridor, 
holding their power via the magnification effect cre-
ated by the offshore trench. The winter is consistent-
ly the best, with fronts and lows constantly moving 
across the North American continent, sometimes 
stalling and intensifying as they exit the coast, similar 
to the storm that created the March mega swell. 

However, Puerto Rico sits on the map at the end of the 
Greater Antilles, an island chain that is directly exposed 
to the path of devastating hurricanes in the summer/
fall from July to November. This geographic feature is 
both fortunate and unfortunate, since if a storm passes 
at the right spot, the entire coast from San Juan to 
Rincon has potential to go off.  These same hurricanes 
also pass to the south of the island, hint hint. 

Down Time

There are waterfalls to be found further inland away 
from the coast, with picturesque (although danger-
ous) cliffs to jump off. The food in Puerto Rico is 
greasy and delicious; stands along the road exist in 
which locals sell these tasty fried-potato balls filled 
with cheese or meat in the center. There are also 
small café’s and markets where toasted sandwiches 
like a jamon y queso can be purchased for less than 
a dollar in some places. A wild night life exists in 
Rincon but the other portions of the northwest coast 
tend to be quiet at night. 

Things to Know 

Puerto Rico is an ultimate surf destination as it 
sports areas that offer a quiet vacation where you 
and your buddies can pull dawn patrols everyday. 
But it also simultaneously hosts tourist meccas 
where you can party all night and wake up at noon 
to find a perfect right point with offshore winds all 
day. The island is a U.S. territory so travelers from 
the states do not need to possess a passport. The 
main language is Spanish but constant immigration 
by its citizens to the employment opportunities avail-
able in the States have given the area a fair amount 
of American influence. This means that many locals 
speak a form of Spanglish, which makes it easier for 
those English-speaking travelers to get by knowing 
little Spanish. For the most part the people in Puerto 
Rico are really laid back, but you will also see lots 
of young people cruising around in souped-up cars, 
jamming reggae-tone. Police seem to be few and far 
between compared to other places, so like anywhere 
else in the world, tourists may be subject to robbery 
so try to lay low and avoid flaunting the fact that you 
are a tourist. Also be aware that the surf spots are 
crowded and localized and that the utmost respect 
should be regarded for those that support the tour-
ism and live amongst the breaks. 

Perhaps the locals say it best, “Puerto Rico has its 
own form of Aloha that they want to share with ev-
eryone.  Through respect you can enjoy the people, 
beaches and waves, something Puerto Ricans want 
the visiting world to come and go with.” –Carlos Cabrero 

Ben McBrien making the most of his winter vacation 
away from the rough streets of Philly.  
Aguadilla, PR



BE AWARE OF BE AMPED ON
Urchins 
There will literally be a thousand under you while you 
pump through barrels and past sections at spots like 
Pooles or Indicators. 

Locals
There is an intense crowd of angry bodyboarders at 
some spots, as well as an extensive pro surfing scene. 
Don’t be a meathead and drop in on people.

Shallow Reef
Around 90% of the waves in the region break over shal-
low reefs, some spots are even home to the infamously 
painful fire coral. 

Tsunamis
A little-known and little-talked about fact is that a 
subduction zone is among the geological features in the 
region, where two tectonic plates meet subsequently in-
creasing the possibility of tsunami-causing earthquakes 
similar to that of Indonesia in ‘04. 

Waves
Hundred-yard right points to overhead, crystal-clear, 
bluish tint barrels. 

Partying
Rincon is crazy at night, trust me, plus Puerto Rican 
rum is cheap and the mixed drink combinations with 
the delicious local liquor are endless.

Scenery
Spots like Wilderness sport ancient ruins, while 
Surfer’s sits below an astonishing cliff and the classic 
double palm tree entrance at Middles is an image from 
the water you will not shake from memory. 

Girls
Can you say J-Lo? Puerto Rican women are beautiful 
but you better have your sharpest Spanish-speaking 
game on-point or you will probably get the cold shoul-
der, that is if her nearby boyfriend doesn’t hit you first.
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Molly Johnson enjoys a clear flat day in Rincon, 
searching for hidden treasures at Steps.


